An examination of the dorsal origin of the cutaneous muscle in the rat, with special reference to the tail attachment.
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Abstract
PURPOSE: This study aimed to describe the dorsal origin of the cutaneous trunci muscle (CTM) especially focusing on the attachment manner to the tail. METHODS: Five Wistar rats were dissected and the configuration of the CTM was observed macroscopically. RESULTS: The CTM consisted of the humerabdominalis muscle (HAM) and humerodorsalis muscle (HDM). The dorsal origin of the HDM was divided into three parts: scapular, intermediate, and caudal. The muscle fibers which attached to the tail were derived from the caudal part. They attached to the spinous process and transverse process of the coccygeal vertebra, dorsal coccygeal fascia, and intervertebral ligament at the C03-C04 level. CONCLUSION: The results show robust attachment of the CTM to the vertebra, fascia, and ligament of the base of tail in the rat. The prior knowledge about the tail attachment of the CTM is thought to be beneficial to the improvement of experimental technique dealing with animal skin and its evaluation.
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Introduction
The skin wound including pressure ulcer is an important issue that nurses and physicians are often faced in the clinical setting. Pursuing better wound healing, many experimental challenges have been conducted using animal models⁴. Except for the human, most mammals possess the cutaneous trunci muscle (CTM), also known as the subcutaneous trunk muscle or cutaneous maximus muscle, whose function is generally explained as tensing and moving the skin of the trunk. It covers almost the entire wall of the thorax, abdomen, and back. The morphological development of the CTM varies widely from species to species. Then, it would be a troublesome matter for not a little researcher in dissecting process. Nevertheless, the morphology of the CTM in the rat which is the most commonly used laboratory rodents has been roughly described or briefly reported⁵. Even now, it is unclear how far the CTM extends caudally in the rat.

The CTM is a vulnerable tissue at the skin experiment due to its superficial location and spreading arrangement. It is conceivable that the anatomical knowledge about the CTM is necessary to eliminate the negative effect of the unintended damage to the CTM. In general, the CTM in the dorsal surface of the trunk is more subjected than in the ventral one on account of its broadness and viewability at such experiments. Therefore, the aim of this study was to describe the dorsal origin of the rat CTM especially focusing on the attachment manner to the tail.

Materials and Methods
The animals used were five Wistar rats (four males and one female) of 8 weeks of age. At the outset, they were sacrificed for the control experiment of cerebral arteries by Dr. S.
Okuyama. After that, the dead bodies were handed us from him in 2004 for exhaustive utilization of animal resources. Immersed in 10% formalin solution for enough fixation, the dermis was excised, the adipose tissue was removed, and the CTM was macroscopically observed. The anatomical nomenclature of muscles followed Nomina Anatomica Veterinaria Japonica and Ura’s classification. The cross-sectional image of the rat tail was referenced from the figure of Hori et al.

The study was performed pursuant to the experimental protocol of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Kagoshima University (No. M08015).

**Results**

**Gross anatomy of the CTM**

At first, general configuration of the CTM was confirmed. The findings were almost common to the examined rats. The CTM of the rat consisted of the humerobdominalis muscle (HAM) and humerodorsalis muscle (HDM). The HAM arose from the median abdomen and the integument around the external genital organ, while the HDM had broad origin in the lateral and dorsal surface of the trunk as well as the lateral thigh (Fig.1). Due to the intermingling of muscular bundle, discrimination between these muscles was impossible in the origin side. They ran parallel beneath the pectoralis profundus muscle cranialward, and finally attached to the shaft of humerus with separated insertion. The CTM was innervated by the caudal pectoral nerve composed of the 7th cervical to 1st thoracic segments derived from the brachial plexus. The nerve arborized caudalward and the fine branches entered the CTM.

**Dorsal origin of the HDM**

According to the cranio-caudal level and muscular fiber course, the origin of the HDM in the dorsal surface was divided into three: scapular, intermediate, and caudal parts (Fig.1). The muscle fibers of scapular part coursed vertically to the spinal column. In the dorsal midline between the right and left scapulae there was a distinct interlacing of the fibers with those from the contralateral side. The fibers of intermediate part arose from the deep external fascia of the trunk near midline and coursed obliquely toward the axilla. Thus a narrow defect of the cutaneous muscle was found at the midst of the back. The fibers of caudal part coursed obliquely located caudolateral to the intermediate part. It did not extend beyond the midline. Among three parts of the dorsal HDM, only the caudal part made attachment to the tail.

---

**Fig. 1** Schematic sketch showing the cutaneous trunci muscle of a male rat (lateral and dorsal view). HAM, humerobdominalis muscle; HDM, humerodorsalis muscle. The boundary between these muscles is ambiguous in the origin side. In the dorsal view, three parts of the HDM are shown: HDMs, scapular part; HDMi, intermediate part; HDMc, caudal part.

**Fig. 2** A photograph and its schematic drawing of the HDM's attachment to the base of tail (right dorsolateral view). HDMc, caudal part of the humerodorsalis muscle; LAM, levator ani muscle; R, rectum; a, cranial twisting slip; b, main muscular bundle attaching to the transverse process and intertransverse ligament; c, muscle fibers attaching to the dorsal coccygeal fascia; d, thin slip to tail dermis. Dotted line indicates the boundary between the ventral and dorsal coccygeal muscles.
Attachment manner to the tail

The robust origins of the caudal part were identified on the coccygeal vertebra, coccygeal fascia, and intervertebral ligament at the base of tail, whereas a sparse and thin slip directing the tip of tail diffused away to the dermis (Figs. 2 and 3). On the midline, the caudal part of the HDM attached intensively to the spinous process of the 3rd coccygeal vertebra (Co3). It extended along the supraspinous ligament until the spinous process of the Co4. Apart from the midline, the muscle fibers were connected to the outer surface of the dorsal coccygeal fascia which enveloped the dorsal coccygeal muscles and their tendons in block (Fig. 3). In the lateral aspect, this fascia was fixed to the tip of the transverse process of coccygeal vertebrae and intertransverse ligaments. Together with the coccygeal fascia, the caudal part of the HDM attached to the transverse process and ligament at the Co3-Co4 level (Fig. 2). The most cranial slip participating in the lateral attachment seemed to take unique course. It was split off from the deep surface of the caudal margin of the HDM and twisted before reaching to its attachment at the boundary between the ventral and dorsal coccygeal muscles (Fig. 3). The lateral caudal artery/vein and caudal nerve trunk together came out from the pelvic deep portion and descended near the lateral attachment toward the tip of tail. In 6 sides of the cases, they penetrated the muscle between the caudal main bundle and cranial twisting slip, while in 4 sides they passed superficial to the whole muscle fibers (Fig. 4).

Discussion

The CTM has been utilized in a wide range of investigations, e.g. neurophysiological analysis of the spinal reflexes, nerve regeneration, validation of myocutaneous flap, and phylogenetic differentiation in mammals. Presumably, the main reasons for adopting it are superficial location, broad surface with mantle-like shape, monophyletic innervation, and segmental perforation of the nerves and vessels to the dermis. These characteristics let the identification of muscle easy and make the long striated muscular bundle accompanying nerves and vessels available. In such studies, the CTM is definitely a main subject or material. However, these advantages change into disadvantages in a model experiment which targets the other cutaneous or subcutaneous components. Because the CTM does not appear in the human, it is an unwanted component against the artificially induced pressure ulcer or biofilm testing.

In this study, the origins of the CTM in the rat were confirmed not only in broad demis but on the coccygeal vertebra, intervertebral ligament, and coccygeal fascia at the base of tail. It means that the CTM has bony attachment in both origin and insertion like general skeletal muscles. Accordingly, we think that the CTM of the rat probably acts in flexion of the trunk as well as in tensing or moving the skin. Viewing the robust attachment of the caudal part of HDM, it is reasonably considered that it contributes to tension of the base of tail and stabilization during tail movement. A prior knowledge that the CTM attaches firmly to the tail would be significant in the process exposing the subcutaneous structures and making musculocutaneous flaps near the tail diminishing unintended injury.

Although all researchers know the existence of CTM, its
structure is complicated beyond the common expectation as shown in this study. During the skin experiment, the CTM is often injured directly or indirectly. However, the influence on the experimental outcome by such nociceptive stimulus has not been assessed appropriately as far as the authors know. To understand the exact anatomical structure of the CTM would make contributions to the improvement of experimental technique dealing with animal skin and its evaluation. Even so, the materials examined in this study were limited to one strain of the rat. Further confirmatory study will be needed using other kinds of laboratory animals.
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